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A. Read the sign and choose  (x)  the correct answer. 
 

EXAMPLE  You can see this sign:   
 
 
 
 

A  in a bakery stand. 
B  in  a parking space. 
C in a supermarket.  

1. You can see this sign:   
 
 
 

 

A   in a letter. 
B   in a newspaper. 
C   in a book. 

2. You can see this sign :   
 

WHAT’S POPULAR NOW!!! 

 

A at Internet.  
B in a newspaper. 
C on Facebook. 

3. You can see this sign:   
 
 
 

 

A on a web site. 
B in a one stop shop. 
C in a butcher shop. 

4.  You can see this sign:   
 
 
 

 
A in a departure gate. 
B in a park. 
C in a store. 

5.  You can see this sign:   
 

 
 
 

A At the bookstore. 
B in a box office.  
C in a theater.  

 
B Read the definition and Write the letter (a, b, c, etc) on the line which corresponds to the suitable word.  

EXAMPLE – It is a set of pages that have been fastened 

together inside a cover to be read or written in  G   

A  e-mail  

B  letter 

C  web site  

D internet 

E internet café  

F  lap top 

G book 

H web page 

6. It is a global system of interconnected computer 

networks___ 

7.   It is a method of exchanging digital messages from 

an author to one or more recipients. ___ 

8. It is a place which provides internet access to the 

public, usually for a fee___ 

9.  It is a direct or personal written or printed message 

addressed to a person or organization ___ 

10. It is a group of information usually containing 

hyperlinks to each other and made available online by 

an individual, company, educational institution, 

government, or organization ___ 

 

C. Choose (x) the correct answer to complete the conversation. 

EXAMPLE:  
- How are you? 

A  Pretty good. 
B Yesterday. 
C  I am 23 years. 

11. David has not been very well since yesterday. A What has mattered to him? 
B How long has he taken? 
C Why did he do it? 

12. He’s in trouble.                                                        A The music is too loud. 
B He lied to his parents. 
C He broke up with her girlfriend. 

13. I have been very sorry. A I’m afraid so. 
B I think so. 
C That’s all right. 

14. Where is the nearest church, please? 

 

A One hour from here. 
B Certainly. 
C I'm sorry I did  not know. 

 

B. Select (x)   the best word (A, B, or C) for each blank. 

HER SICKNESS 

__0__ must have been six because I could hear the chapel bell  rang  I looked at my patient. Her __17__ sank into a __18__ murmur. 

Only a __19__ announced she was awake. Her __20__ was very pale. I knew she was in pain. Joey, her youngest son, __21__  into 
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the room and __22__ by his mother’s bedside. He looked at me with his eyes full of tears. Is my mom going to _23___ . His mom 

opened her eyes and said “No darling, I need to be here for you.” 

EXAMPLE 

0   A. I     B. You    C.  She   

 

15. A. name    B. eyes    C. voice    

16.  A. faint    B. funny   C. coarse    

17. A. sneeze   B. cough   C. moan   

18. A. countenance   B. body   C. nose    

19. A. jumped   B. rushed   C. fell     

20. A. falls    B. climbs   C. knelt    

21. A. pass away    B. pass down     C. pass over

 

D. Read the information and then answer the questions. Choose (x)   the correct answer. 

THE HUMAN EAR 

The human eye enjoys the protection of the eye lid but what happens to the ear? Well, the ear is not as fortunate. It has been left 

unprotected Noise, as we all know surrounds us. Wherever we go there is noise. It has become a great threat not only physical but 

also psychological. Scientists show great concern because today, young people are exposed excessive noise. They listen to very loud 

music. As they say the louder the better. There always seems to be a plug in their ears because adults cannot stand their loud music. 

Very loud sounds produce a sensation of fear, in the body, thus increasing the flow of adrenaline, which in turn can affect other organs. 

Noise not only decreases our hearing but can affect hear, brain, stomach and respiratory system. It may not be a fatal health problem 

to suffer of hearing loss but by no means is it again. 

EXAMPLE  
- What protects the eye lid? 

A. The human eye 
B. The ear. 
C. The mouth.  
D. The cornea. 

22.  What does the author say about fear? 

 

A. That it can be quite dangerous for the whole body.                                                               
B. Thai it damages the heart and other organs.                                                                   
C. That it increases the flow of adrenaline.                                                                          
D. Explain how the ear functions.  

23.  What is the author trying to do in this text? 

 

A. Warn youngsters of the problems they might face in the future.                                                                                  
B. Prove that the ear is the weakest organ.                                                                             
C. Advise people the best way to use their ears.                                                                 

D. Explain how the ear functions. 

24.  What does he think about teenagers? 

 

A. That they are very silly.                                                                                                   
B. That being connected to ear plugs may have ill-fated results.                                                                             
C. That it is a pity that they have ear plugs.                                                                        
D. That their judgment is sorrowful.  

25.  What do you think the author would say to 
his friends? 

 

A. Music sounds better if it is not too loud.                                                                       
B. We must campaign against excessive noise.                                                                  
C. Kids will all be deaf.                                                                                                          

D. It is a shame that we do not take good care of our hearing. 
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